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For Immediate Release 
  

WCVB CHANNEL 5 SWEEPS FEBRUARY RATINGS FUELED BY 
COVERAGE OF HISTORIC, RECORD BREAKING SNOWFALL  

BOSTON’S NEWS LEADER DOMINATES ALL LOCAL NEWSCASTS 
  
Boston (February 26, 2015) – As February roars to a close, WCVB Channel 5 has emerged as the 
clear, consistent leader of the local television landscape, at times doubling, even tripling newscast 
viewership of the competition. Boston's News Leader and local ABC affiliate swept to a "Total 
Viewer" win in every newscast and dominated the Persons 25-54 demographic, winning five of 
seven major local weekday newscasts. 
  
"The strong February ratings reinforce that when major events happen, like the recurring blizzard 
conditions that gripped the city this month or the Patriots Super Bowl Champions Parade, viewers 
rely on WCVB for the best, most comprehensive and insightful coverage,” said Bill Fine, WCVB 
President and General Manager. 
  
WCVB was the most-watched television station in the Boston designated market area from sign-on 
to sign-off (Mon.- Sun. 5A-2A) in Total Viewers 2+ in the February 2015 ratings period, even with 
the Patriots Super Bowl appearance broadcast live on NBC. 
  
WCVB kicked off the month strong with its coverage of the Patriots Super Bowl Parade of 
Champions on February 4th.  Once the parade was in full swing from 11:30A – 1:30P, WCVB beat 
its competitors handily with an average of 202,000 total viewers compared to WHDH (156,000), 
WBZ (106,000) and WFXT (85,000).  WCVB Channel 5's viewership peaked at 11:45A - 
Noon with 230,000 persons 2+, 75,000 more people than the next competitor WHDH (155,000).  
  
The "WCVB advantage" kicks into high gear starting in the mornings as Channel 5’s EyeOpener 
dominates the daypart with viewers looking to plan their wintry commutes, at times doubling and 
tripling the audience of each of its competitors in Total Viewers 2+.  NewsCenter 5 at 12N with 
Erika Tarantal and Emily Riemer showed tremendous double-digit year-to-year growth in Adults 
25-54 demographic, growing its base of viewers in this key demographic, versus declines for all 
competitive newscasts.  The midday newscast continues its top rated performance in Total Viewers 
2+ with a 41% advantage over its nearest competitor, WHDH.  
  
WCVB NewsCenter 5 only adds to its advantage in the evening and late news time periods.  
NewsCenter 5 at 5 with JC Monahan and Phil Lipof and NewsCenter 5 at 6 with Heather Unruh 
and Ed Harding are the two "highest rated" news broadcasts in the market in Households earning an 



impressive 7.12 and 9.74 rating respectively.  What's more, WCVB NewsCenter 5 at 6 is Boston's 
most-watched local newscast, amassing approximately the same amount of Total Viewers of the 2nd 
(WHDH) and 3rd (WBZ) place stations combined.  In Total Viewers 2+, WCVB beats its nearest 
competitors by significant margins: +60% over WHDH at 5P, +78% over WHDH at 6P, and +28% 
over WBZ at 11P.   
  
Also of note, WCVB Channel 5’s evening magazine show Chronicle reclaimed it’s #1 position at 
7:30P over rival Jeopardy in Households and Total-Viewers, and finished just behind the syndicated 
game show in Adults 25-54.  
  
*Source: NSI February 15 1/29/2015 - 2/23/2015 (26 out of 28 days included) 
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